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Introduction and Definition of Terms

“Special Needs” trusts are complicated and can be hard to understand and administer. They are like other trusts in many respects—the general rules of trust accounting, law and taxation apply—but unlike more familiar trusts in other respects. The very notion of “more familiar” types of trusts will, for many, be amusing—most people have no particular experience dealing with formal trust arrangements, and special needs trusts are often established for the benefit of individuals who would not otherwise expect to have experience with trust concepts.

The essential purpose of a special needs trust is usually to improve the quality of an individual’s life without disqualifying him or her from eligibility for public benefits. Therefore, one of the central duties of the trustee of a special needs trust is to understand what public benefits programs might be available to the beneficiary and how receipt of income, or provision of food or shelter, might affect eligibility. Because there are numerous programs, competing (and sometimes even conflicting) eligibility rules, and at least two different types of special needs trusts to contend with, the entire area is fraught with opportunities to make mistakes. Because the stakes are often so high—the public benefits programs may well be providing all the necessities of life to the beneficiary—a good understanding of the rules and programs is critically important.

Before delving into a detailed discussion of special needs trust principles, it might be useful to define a few terms:

GRANTOR (sometimes “Settlor” or “Trustor”)—the person who establishes the trust and generally the person whose assets fund the trust. There might be more than one grantor for a given trust. The tax agency may define the term differently than the public benefits agency. Special needs trusts can make this term more confusing than other types of trusts, since the true grantor for some purposes may not be the same as the person signing the trust instrument. If, for example, a parent creates a trust for the benefit of a child with a disability, and the parent’s own money funds the trust, the parent is the grantor. In another case, where a parent has established a special needs trust to handle settlement proceeds from a personal injury lawsuit or improperly directed inheritance, the minor child (through a guardian) or an adult child will be the grantor, even though he or she did not decide to establish the trust or sign any trust documents.

TRUSTEE—the person who manages trust assets and administers the trust provisions. Once again, there may be two (or more) trustees acting at the same time. The grantor(s) may also be the trustee(s) in some cases. The trustee may be a professional trustee (such as a bank trust department or a lawyer), or may be a family member or trusted adviser—though it may be difficult to qualify a non-professional to serve as trustee.

BENEFICIARY—the person for whose benefit the trust is established. The beneficiary of a special needs trust will usually (but not always) be disabled. While a beneficiary may also act as trustee in some types of trusts, a special needs trust beneficiary will almost never be able to act as trustee.

DISABILITY—for most purposes involving special needs trusts, “disability” refers to the standard used to determine eligibility for Social Security Disability Insurance or Supplemental Security Income benefits: the inability to perform any substantial gainful employment.

INCAPACITY (sometimes Incompetence)—although “incapacity” and “incompetence” are not interchangeable, for our purposes they may both refer to the inability of a trustee to manage the trust, usually because of mental limitations. Incapacity is usually important when applied to the trustee (rather than the beneficiary), since the trust will ordinarily provide a mechanism for transition of power to a successor trustee if the original trustee becomes unable to manage the trust. Incapacity of a beneficiary may sometimes be important as well. Not every disability will result in a finding of incapacity; it is possible for a special needs trust beneficiary to be disabled, but not mentally incapacitated. Minors are considered to be incapacitated as a matter of law. The age of majority differs slightly from state to state, though it is 18 in all but a handful of states.
REVCOCABLE TRUST—refers to any trust which is, by its own terms, revocable and/or amendable, meaning able to be undone, or changed. Many trusts in common use today are revocable, but special needs trusts are usually irrevocable, meaning permanent or irreversible.

IRREVOCABLE TRUST—means any trust which was established as irrevocable (that is, no one reserved the power to revoke the trust) or which has become irrevocable (for example, because of the death of the original grantor).

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE—sometimes referred to as SSDI or SSD, this benefit program is available to individuals with a disability who either have sufficient work history prior to becoming disabled or are entitled to receive benefits by virtue of being a dependent or survivor of a disabled, retired, or deceased insured worker. There is no “means” test for SSDI eligibility, and so special needs trusts may not be necessary for some beneficiaries—they can qualify for entitlements like SSD and Medicare even though they receive income or have available resources. SSDI beneficiaries may also, however, qualify for SSI (see below) and/or Medicaid benefits, requiring protection of their assets and income to maintain eligibility. Of course, just because a beneficiary’s benefits are not means-tested, it does not follow that the beneficiary will not benefit from the protection of a trust for other reasons.

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME—better known by the initials “SSI,,” this benefit program is available to low-income individuals who are disabled, blind or elderly and have limited income and few assets. SSI eligibility rules form the basis for most other government program rules, and so they become the central focus for much special needs trust planning and administration.

MEDICARE—one of the two principal health care programs operated and funded by government—in this case, the federal government. Medicare benefits are available to all those age 65 and over (provided only that they would be entitled to receive Social Security benefits if they chose to retire, whether or not they actually are retired) and those under 65 who have been receiving SSDI for at least two years. Medicare eligibility may forestall the need for or usefulness of a special needs trust. Medicare recipients without substantial assets or income may find that they have a difficult time paying for medications (which historically have not been covered by Medicare but began to be partially covered in 2004) or long-term care (which remains largely outside Medicare’s list of benefits).

MEDICAID—the second major government-run health care program. Medicaid differs from Medicare in three important ways: it is run by state governments (though partially funded by federal payments), it is available to those who meet financial eligibility requirements rather than being based on the age of the recipient, and it covers all necessary medical care (though it is easy to argue that Medicaid’s definition of “necessary” care is too narrow). Because it is a “means-tested” health care program, its continued availability is often the central focus of special needs trust administration. Because Medicare covers such a small portion of long-term care costs, Medicaid eligibility becomes centrally important for many persons with disabilities.

The Most Important Distinction

Two entirely different types of trusts are usually lumped together as “special needs” trusts. The two trust types will be treated differently for tax purposes, for benefit determinations, and for court involvement. For most of the discussion that follows, it will be necessary to first distinguish between the two types of trusts. The distinction is further complicated by the fact that the grantor (the person establishing the trust, and the easiest way to distinguish between the two trust types) is not always the person who actually signs the trust document.

“Self-Settled” Special Needs Trusts

Some trusts are established by the beneficiary (or by someone acting on his or her behalf) with the beneficiary’s funds for the purpose of retaining or obtaining eligibility for public benefits—such a trust is usually referred to as a “self-settled” special needs trust. The beneficiary might, for example, have received an outright inheritance, or won a lottery. By far the most common source of funds for “self-settled” special needs trusts, however, is proceeds from a lawsuit—often (but not always) a lawsuit over the injury that resulted in the disability. Another common scenario requiring a person with a disability to establish a self-settled trust is when they receive a direct inheritance from a well-intentioned, but ill-advised relative.

A given trust may be treated as having been “established” by the beneficiary even if the beneficiary is completely unable to execute documents, and even if a court, family member, or lawyer representing the beneficiary actually signed the trust documents. The key test in determining whether a trust is self-settled is to determine whether the beneficiary had the right to outright possession of the proceeds prior to the act establishing the trust. If so, public benefits eligibility rules will treat the beneficiary as having set up the trust even though the actual implementation may have been undertaken by someone else acting on their behalf. Virtually all special needs trusts established with funds recovered in litigation or through a direct inheritance will be “self-settled” trusts.

Self-settled special needs trusts are different from third-party trusts in two important ways. First, self-settled trusts must include a provision directing the trustee, if the trust contains any funds upon the death of the beneficiary, to pay back anything the state Medicaid program has paid for the beneficiary. Second, in many states, the rules governing permissible distributions for self-settled special needs trusts are significantly more restrictive than those controlling third-party special needs trusts.
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“Third-party” Special Needs Trusts

The second type of special needs trust is one established by someone other than the person with disabilities (usually, but not always, a parent) with assets that never belonged to the beneficiary. It is often used, when proper planning is done for a disabled person’s family, to hold an inheritance or gift. Without planning, a well-meaning family member might simply leave an inheritance to an individual with a disability. Even though it may be possible to set up a trust after the fact, the funds will have been legally available to the beneficiary. That means that any trust will probably be a “self-settled” special needs trust, even though the funds came from a third party.

Parents, grandparents and others with the foresight to leave funds in a third party special needs trust will provide significantly better benefits to the beneficiary who has a disability. This type of trust will not need to include a “payback” provision for Medicaid benefits upon the beneficiary’s death. During the beneficiary’s life, the kinds of payments the trust can make will usually be more generous and flexible.

The “Sole Benefit” Trust

Although there are two primary types of special needs trusts, there is actually a third type that might be appropriate under certain unusual circumstances. Because Medicaid rules permit applicants to make unlimited gifts to or “for the sole benefit of” disabled children or spouses, some individuals with assets may choose to establish a special needs trust for a child or grandchild with disabilities in hopes of securing eligibility for Medicaid for both themselves as grantor and for the disabled beneficiary. A number of states are very restrictive in their interpretation of the “sole benefit” requirement, so that such trusts are rarely seen. In many ways they look like a hybrid of the two other trust types; they may be taxed and treated as third-party trusts, but require a payback provision like a self-settled trust (at least in some states).

The Second Most Important Distinction

Once the type of trust is determined, the next important issue is discerning the type of government program providing benefits. Some programs (like SSDI and Medicare) do not impose financial eligibility requirements; a beneficiary receiving income and all his or her medical care from those two programs might not need a special needs trust at all, or might benefit from more flexibility given to the trustee. A recipient of SSI and/or Medicaid, however, may need more restrictive language in the trust document and closer attention on the part of the trustee.

SSDI/Medicare Recipients

Neither Social Security Disability Insurance benefits nor Medicare are “means-tested.” Consequently, it may be unnecessary to create a special needs trust for someone who receives benefits only from those two programs. After 24 months of SSDI eligibility, the beneficiary will qualify for Medicare benefits as well, so it may be appropriate to provide special needs provisions to get the SSDI recipient through that two-year period, during which he or she may rely on Medicaid for medical care. Restrictive special needs trust language may actually work against an SSDI beneficiary if it prevents distribution of cash to the beneficiary in all circumstances; an SSDI recipient will almost always benefit from broad language giving more discretion to the trustee.

Some SSDI/Medicare recipients may also receive SSI and/or Medicaid benefits. It may be critically important for those individuals to have strict special needs language controlling use of any assets or income that would otherwise be available. As the Medicare prescription drug benefit evolves over the next few years, this concern may be somewhat lessened—but for the moment, it remains true that availability of the drug coverage provided by Medicare is critically important to many Medicare recipients.

Even an SSDI/Medicare beneficiary who does not receive any SSI or Medicaid benefits may be a good candidate for special needs trust planning. Future developments in public benefits programs, including housing, are uncertain, but constant budget pressure may well make benefits now taken for granted completely or partially indexed to income and/or assets in the future. Medical conditions also change, of course, and some persons with disabilities living in the community who presently receive adequate support from Medicaid may one day become dependent on Medicaid for services not available under Medicare-like long term care.
SSI/Medicaid Recipients

Most special needs trust beneficiaries are eligible for (or seeking eligibility for) Supplemental Security Income payments. In many states, receipt of SSI payments automatically qualifies one for Medicaid eligibility. Many other government programs explicitly rely on SSI eligibility rules as well, so that SSI eligibility rules become the central concern for those charged with administering special needs trusts.

Veterans’ Benefits

“Veterans’ benefits” is the term used to describe the benefits available to veterans, the surviving spouses, children or parents of a deceased veteran, dependents of disabled veterans, active duty military service members, and members of the Reserves or National Guard. These benefits are administered by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (“VA”).

The benefits available to veterans include monetary compensation (based on individual unemployability or at least ten-percent disability from a service-connected condition), pension (if permanently and totally disabled or over the age of 65 and have limited income and net worth), health care, vocational rehabilitation and employment, education and training, home loans and life insurance. Although the pension is available to low-income veterans, it is important to note that some income, such as child’s SSI or wages earned by dependent children, is excluded when determining the veteran’s annual income. Also keep in mind that a service-connected disability payment will not offset SSDI, but any VA disability payment will offset SSI.

The benefits available to dependents and survivors of the veteran include Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (“DIC”) and, in certain circumstances, home loans.

Transferring a VA recipient’s assets into a special needs trust may not be fully effective. According to VA interpretation, the assets of such a trust will be counted as part of the claimant’s net worth when calculating an improved pension. It is important to remember that the VA may place a “freeze” on new enrollees in order to manage the rapid influx of new veterans or older veterans who did not previously enroll for services. Therefore, it is important to evaluate current and future need for VA services in order to anticipate and plan for a situation where a person is otherwise eligible for VA benefits but, due to a freeze, cannot receive services. Under a new law, attorneys must become accredited with the VA to advise clients in this area.

Subsidized Housing

FEDERAL SUBSIDIZED HOUSING

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) provides opportunities to low-income individuals and families to rent property at a cost that is lower than the open market. This is especially important to those people who are expected to pay for their shelter costs (rent or mortgage, plus utilities) with their insufficient SSI income. There are two issues to consider when evaluating the role of special needs trusts and subsidized housing: the initial eligibility for subsidized housing and the rent determination.

Eligibility for subsidized housing depends on the family’s annual income. Annual income includes earned income, SSI, SSDI, pension, unemployment compensation, alimony, and child support, among other items. Annual income also includes unearned income, which is comprised, in part, of interest generated by assets. If the family has net family assets in excess of $5,000, the annual income includes the greater of the actual income derived from all net family assets or a percentage of the value of such assets based on the current passbook savings rate, as determined by HUD.

Assets that are not included as income upon receipt are lump sums, such as inheritances and insurance settlements for losses (although the income they generate will be countable), reimbursement for medical expenses, PASS set-asides, work training programs funded by HUD and the income of a live-in aide.

In general, to qualify for federal subsidized housing, an individual’s countable income may not exceed eighty percent of the median income in the area to be considered “low income”, and the individual’s income may not exceed fifty percent of the median income to be considered “very low income”. The result is a disparity in eligibility depending on where the person resides within the county, state, and region of the country.

There is no asset limit to be eligible for federal subsidized housing, although as described above, if countable assets are greater than $5,000, the interest income generated will be counted towards eligibility. If a person transfers an asset for less than its fair market value, then HUD will treat the asset as if it were still owned by the individual for two years after the transfer. HUD will assume that the asset generates
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Income at the passbook rate and will include that income in calculating the individual’s rent. Therefore, it is very likely that HUD will treat transfers to a special needs trust as a transfer for less than fair market value and, for the next two years, will include the interest generated by the special needs trust as income to the individual, either at the passbook rate or the actual earnings, whichever is greater.

Special Needs Trusts are excluded from family assets and the income generated by the trust assets is not included once the two-year penalty period has expired. It is important to note that, similar to other programs such as Medicaid and SSI, “regular” distributions from a special needs trust, even if made to a third-party provider, will be treated as countable income, even if used for non-food and shelter items.

The second issue relating to subsidized housing and a special needs trust is determining the monthly rent. Generally, an individual/family’s rent will be thirty percent of their adjusted gross income. Similar to treatment under the threshold eligibility rules, the special needs trust and the income generated by trust assets are excluded, but “regular” distributions made directly to the beneficiary (as opposed to a third-party provider of goods or services) will be considered as income.

SECTION 8

Section 8 is a voucher program that is administered by HUD but managed by local public housing authorities (“PHA”) or metropolitan housing authorities (“MHA”). The tenant pays their rent, typically thirty percent of their net adjusted income, to the landlord. The PHA pays the remaining balance due, which is called the voucher, to the landlord. The rent is based on the market value for the area and established by the PHA according to payment standards issued by HUD.

While a family member generally cannot serve as a Section 8 landlord, it is possible for a special needs trust to do so, even if the trustee is a family member. Although there are special rules applicable to a Section 8 landlord, it can be a beneficial relationship. The trust beneficiary would pay rent to the trustee (using the thirty percent of income rule) and the PHA would pay the remainder to the trustee.

It is important to investigate how your local housing authority’s rules differ from the general rules listed above.

In many states, receipt of SSI payments automatically qualifies one for Medicaid eligibility. Many other government programs explicitly rely on SSI eligibility rules as well, so that SSI eligibility rules become the central concern for those charged with administering special needs trusts.

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (“TANF”)

TANF provides assistance and work opportunities to needy families. TANF is administered locally by the states, but is overseen by The Office of Family Assistance (“OFA”), which is located in the United States Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families. TANF is a result of combining two other programs: Aid to Families with Dependent Children (“AFDC”) and Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training (“JOBS”). Because TANF is administered on a local level, the program and eligibility rules vary greatly from state to state. However, it is safe to assume that distributions directly made to the beneficiary of a special needs trust, or to the beneficiary’s family if a minor, may be considered income and will impact eligibility for TANF.

Other Means-Tested Benefits Programs

State supplements to SSI and other government benefit programs, like vocational rehabilitation services, also play important roles in the lives of many individuals with disabilities. Because the welter of eligibility programs is confusing and the reach of most other programs is not as broad as those described in detail here, those other programs are not described in any depth. In analyzing the proper approach to establishment or administration of a special needs trust, however, care should be taken to consider all the available program resources and restrictions on use of trust funds mandated by those programs.

Eligibility Rules for Means-Tested Programs

As previously noted, the primary program with financial eligibility restrictions is SSI, the Supplemental Security Income program. Because the concepts are central to an understanding of other eligibility rules, and because many other programs explicitly utilize SSI standards, the SSI rules become the most important ones to grasp. They are described here in a general way, with a few notations where other programs (particularly long-term care Medicaid) differ from the SSI rules.

Income

SSI eligibility requires limited income and assets. SSI rules have a simple way of distinguishing between income and assets: Money received in a given month is income in that month, and any portion of that income remaining...
Consider John, who is disabled as a result of his serious mental illness. He has no work history, and he does not qualify for SSDI. He is an adult, living on his own. He qualifies for the maximum federal SSI benefit of $783; he lives in a state which does not provide an SSI supplement.

If John’s mother gives him $100 cash per month (for food and cigarettes), he is required to report that as countable unearned income each month. Although SSI may take two or three months to accomplish the adjustment, the program will eventually withhold $80 ($100 minus the $20 disregard) from his benefit for each month in which his mother makes a cash gift to him. The same result will obtain if John’s mother is trustee of a special needs trust for John and the cash comes from that trust.

If, however, John’s mother does not give him the $100 directly, but instead purchases $70 worth of food and $30 worth of cigarettes each month, the food will affect his SSI payment—reducing it by $50 ($70 minus the $20 disregard). If she purchases $20 worth of food and $80 worth of cigarettes, there will be no effect at all—the food purchase is within the $20 monthly disregard amount. Similarly, if she purchases $20 worth of cigarettes and $30 worth of movie tickets, there will be no effect—provided that the movie tickets cannot be turned in for cash (because if the movie tickets can be converted to cash, John could—even if he does not—convert the movie tickets into payment for food or shelter).

In other words, the effect of John’s mother’s payments to him or for his benefit changes with the nature of her payments. Any cash she provides to him (over the $20 monthly amount ignored by SSI) reduces his SSI payment directly. Direct purchase of items other than food or shelter does not affect his SSI, so long as the purchased items cannot be converted to food or shelter. Finally, any payment she makes for food or shelter reduces his SSI check as well, but not as harshly as cash payments directly to John.

Now suppose that John’s mother decides to give up on trying to work around the strictures of SSI rules, and she simply pays his rent at an adult care facility that provides his meals. Assume that the facility costs her $1500 per month, which she pays from her own pocket. Because of the ISM rules, John’s SSI benefit will be reduced by only $281 per month, and so his SSI check will be $502. Critically important, however, John will still qualify for Medicaid benefits in most states because he receives some amount of SSI. If the adult care home payment comes from a special needs trust for John’s benefit, the same result will occur, assuming that the room and board portion of the payment exceeds $281. Incidentally, the same result will also obtain if John’s mother simply takes him in and allows him to live and eat with her without charging him rent.

Now assume that John does have a work history before becoming disabled, and that he qualifies to receive $583 per month from SSDI. Because he has been receiving SSDI for more than two years, he also qualifies for Medicare.
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Because his countable income is less than $783, he continues to receive $220 in SSI benefits ($20 of the SSD is disregarded), and qualifies for Medicaid as well (we will ignore the effect of the QMB and SLMB programs for qualified, special low-income Medicare beneficiaries, and the Medicare Part B premium which would ordinarily be withheld from his SSDI check). Now if John’s mother pays his rent at the adult care home, or takes him into her own home, he will lose his SSI altogether—since he is receiving less than $281 per month from SSI, the effect of the ISM rules will be to knock him off the program. Unless he separately qualifies for Medicaid, he will also lose his coverage under that program. The income strictures are the same or similar for other programs, with one important exception. In some states, but not all, eligibility for community or long-term care Medicaid is also dependent on countable income. The income tests vary. In some, you can “spend down” excess income over the limit to become eligible. In others, if countable income exceeds the benefit “cap” (like SSI), you cannot become eligible at all.

Some states also attempt to limit expenditures from self-settled (and even third-party) special needs trusts, and can require amendments to the language of those trusts in order to allow eligibility. While a good argument can be made that the Medicaid program does not have that ability, as a practical matter, the trustee of the special needs trust will have to either litigate that issue or acquiesce in the Medicaid agency’s demands.

Assets

The limitation on assets for SSI eligibility may be somewhat easier to master, or at least to describe. A single person must have no more than $2,000 in available resources in order to qualify for SSI. Some types of assets are not counted as available (called “non-countable”), including the beneficiary’s home, one automobile, household furnishings, prepaid burial amounts plus up to $1500 set aside for funeral expenses (or life insurance in that amount), tools of the beneficiary’s trade, and a handful of other, less important items. Each of these categories of assets is subject to special rules and exceptions, so it is easy to become tangled in the asset eligibility structure.

Deeming

The SSI program considers portions of the income and assets of non-disabled, ineligible parents of minor disabled children and of an ineligible spouse living with the SSI recipient as available, and countable for eligibility purposes. This is called “deeming”. A certain portion of the ineligible person’s income and assets is considered as necessary for his or her own living expenses, and therefore is excluded.

As soon as a child reaches age 18, parental deeming no longer occurs, even if the child continues to live in the household. If spouses voluntarily separate and live in different households, then deeming from the separate spouse or parent also ends. However, in both instances, if the separate person continues to provide support or maintenance to the SSI eligible individual, it will still count as income as described above unless a Court orders it to be deposited directly into the trust. There is also a limited exception to all parental deeming for a severely disabled minor child returning home from an institution or whose condition would otherwise qualify them for institutionalization, which is called a waiver.

“I Want to Buy a…” or “I Want to Pay for…”

What do these complicated rules mean for expenditures from a special needs trust? In-kind purchases, meaning purchase of goods or services for the benefit of the beneficiary, only potentially affect the SSI benefit amount, and not Medicaid benefits, although the Medicaid agency may restrict expenditures for approved things. There are a number of specific purchases that frequently recur:

Home, Upkeep and Utilities

Keep in mind that SSI’s in-kind support and maintenance (ISM) rules deal specifically with payments for “food and shelter.” The Social Security Administration includes only these items as food and shelter:

1. Food
2. Mortgage (including property insurance required by the mortgage holder)
3. Real property taxes (less any tax rebate/credit)
4. Rent
5. Heating fuel
6. Gas
7. Electricity
8. Water
9. Sewer
10. Garbage removal

The rules make special note of the fact that condominium assessments may in some cases be at least partial payments for water, sewer, garbage removal and the like.

In other words, a payment for rent will implicate the ISM rules, as will monthly mortgage payments. The outright purchase of a home, whether in the name of the beneficiary or the trust, will not cause loss of SSI (although it may reduce the beneficiary’s SSI benefit for the single month in which the home is purchased). This brings up
another consideration. Purchase of a home in the trust’s name will subject it to a Medicaid “payback” requirement on the death of the beneficiary, whereas purchase in the name of the beneficiary may allow other planning that will avoid the home becoming part of the payback. This complicated interplay of trust rules, ISM definition, estate-recovery rules, and home ownership makes this area of special needs trust administration particularly fraught with difficulty.

However, the Medicaid state agency’s treatment of distributions from special needs trusts may differ from the Social Security interpretation—especially when the beneficiary of a self-settled trust is eligible for Medicaid benefits. For example, contrary to putting the house in the individual’s name, a state may require that any purchase of a home by such a trust would result in title being held in the trust’s name, thereby ensuring that the state will at least receive the proceeds from the sale of the residence upon the death of the beneficiary.

Clothing

Until March 7, 2005, purchase of clothing by a trust was considered as ISM for SSI, similar to shelter and food. Since then, a clothing purchase for the beneficiary will not affect the benefit amount or eligibility, whether the clothing in question is special garments related to the disability or just ordinary street clothes and shoes. Not all state Medicaid regulations reflect this change.

Phone, Cable, and Internet Services

Other than those utilities listed above, there is no federal limitation on utility payments. In other words, the trust can pay for cable, telephone, high-speed internet connection, newspaper, and other “utilities” not on the list.

Vehicle, Insurance, Maintenance, Gas

Purchase of a vehicle and maintenance (including gas and insurance) is permitted under federal law. Note that there is a mechanical difficulty in providing gasoline without providing cash that could be converted to food or shelter. One technique which has worked well has been to arrange for the beneficiary to have a gas-company credit card. Because eligibility for such cards is easier to meet, and because the cards cannot be used to purchase groceries, administration of the credit account is easier to set up and monitor, and the card can then be billed directly to the trust.

Some state Medicaid agencies put limitations on the value, type, and title ownership of vehicles, such as only allowing a vehicle valued at up to $5,000, handicapped-equipped, or requiring a lien in favor of the payback trust on the title. The SSI program does not specifically require or monitor such limitations.

Pre-paid Burial/Funeral Arrangements

Nothing in federal law prohibits or restricts use of special needs trust funds for purchase of burial and funeral arrangements during the beneficiary’s lifetime—except to the extent that the beneficiary has access to the funds used to pay for the arrangements, and thereby subject to the asset limitations affecting SSI recipients. State Medicaid agencies may limit the value of the burial contract. It is important to ask for an “irrevocable, pre-paid” funeral plan.

Tuition, Books, Tutoring

No limit under either federal or state law. This is an excellent use of special needs trust funds.

Travel and Entertainment

Once again, no limit except that there may be some concern about payment for hotels. When the beneficiary still maintains a residence at home, the hotel stay and restaurant may be considered “shelter” and “food” expenses. Some states may impose limitations on companion travel not found in federal law. These might include not allowing recipients to have the special needs trust pay for more than one traveling companion, the companion must be necessary to provide care, and the companion may not be a person obligated to support the beneficiary such as a minor beneficiary’s parent. Note that foreign travel can have two other adverse effects: (1) airline tickets to foreign destinations, if refundable, will be treated as being convertible into food and shelter, and (2) if an SSI recipient is out of the country for more than a month, he or she may lose eligibility until return. For those reasons, foreign travel, unlike domestic travel, usually must be limited in time.

Household Furnishings and Furniture

The trust can be used to purchase appliances, furniture, fixtures and the like. Before March 2005, there was a theoretical concern in the SSI program that the value of household furnishings might exceed an arbitrary limit and affect the beneficiary’s eligibility; that value limit has now been removed.

Television, Computers and Electronics

There is no specific limitation on purchase of household televisions or other electronic devices, although under SSI rules the individual is only allowed to own “ordinary household goods” that are not kept for collectible value and are used on a regular basis. The trust can also provide a computer for the beneficiary, plus software and upgrades.

As soon as a child reaches age 18, parental deeming no longer occurs even if the child continues to live in the household.
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Durable Medical Equipment

There is no federal limitation on any medical related equipment, but individual states may limit purchase of some equipment as not being “necessary.” Problem areas could be if the equipment could also be considered as recreational, such as a heated swimming pool needed for arthritic or other joint conditions.

Care Management

No federal limitation, but many states attempt to limit payments for care or management if made to a family member or other relative, especially if there is an obligation of support (e.g., parents of minor children).

Therapy, Medications, Alternative Treatments

Same principle as durable medical equipment, above, so long as the state does not regulate the treatment, there is no federal limitation.

Taxes

No federal limitation, but states may attempt to direct trust language on what taxes can be paid for, such as taxes incurred as a result of trust assets or at the death of the beneficiary. Since it is difficult to imagine an SSI or Medicaid beneficiary having significant non-trust income, it is hard to see how this limitation is so much troublesome as it is quarrelsome.

Legal, Guardianship and Trustee Fees

At least some states allow legal, guardianship, and trustee fees to be paid from the trust, although some federal law indicates that payment of guardian’s fees or guardian’s attorney fees may really benefit the guardian and not the beneficiary. Payments for trust administration expenses, including the trust’s attorney’s fees, are clearly permissible under both federal and state law, and are rarely limited beyond reasonableness standards.

Loans, Credit, Debit and Gift Cards

Receipt of a “loan” will not count as income for the SSI or Medicaid programs, which means that a trust can make a loan of cash directly to a beneficiary. There are rules that must be followed for loans to be valid and non-countable. There must be an enforceable agreement at the time that the loan is made that the loan will be paid back at some point, which usually means that it should be in writing. The agreement to pay back cannot be based on a future contingency such as, “I only have to pay it back if I win the lottery...” Finally, the loan must be considered as “feasible,” meaning that there is a reasonable expectation that the beneficiary will have the means at some point to pay back the loan.

If a loan is forgiven, then it would count as income at that time. Also, if the beneficiary still has the loaned amount in the following month, it will then count as a resource. However, school loans are not countable as income or as a resource so long as the funds are spent for tuition, room and board, and other education-related expenses within nine months of receipt.

Since goods or services purchased with a credit card are actually a “loan” that must be paid back to the credit card company, they are also not considered as income to the beneficiary at time of purchase. As long as the beneficiary doesn’t sell the goods for cash, there is also the added advantage that the trust can pay back the credit card company without the payment counting as income, except for purchases that are considered as food or shelter. Food and shelter related purchases use the same ISM countable income rules (and particularly the countable income limits) described above.

Use of a debit card by a beneficiary when purchases are made for payment through a trust-funded bank account is income to the beneficiary for the amount accessed. The total amount in the account available to be accessed could possibly be a countable resource. Is a gift card purchased by a trust and provided to a beneficiary considered to be a distribution of income, a line of credit to a vendor (similar to a credit card), or just access for in-kind purchase of goods or services on behalf of a beneficiary by the trust? SSI rules are not yet clear on this point, and it is probable that different Social Security and Medicaid offices will treat the use of debit and gift cards differently until precise guidelines are provided by the agencies. The safe approach is to use them in a very limited way; if they are to be used at all, keep receipts for all special needs items, and be prepared for adverse treatment.

Trust Administration and Accounting

Actual administration of a special needs trust is in most respects similar to administration of any other trust. A trustee has a general obligation to account to beneficiaries and other interested parties. Tax returns may need to be filed (though not always), and tax filing requirements will be based on the tax rules, not special needs trust rules. Some special needs trusts, but by no means all, will be subject to court supervision and control.
**Trustee’s Duties**

As with general trust law requirements, the trustee of a special needs trust has an obligation not to self-deal, not to delegate the trustee’s duties impermissibly, not to favor either income or remainder beneficiaries over one another, and to invest trust assets prudently. The obligations of a trustee are well-discussed in several centuries of legal precedent, and cannot be taken lightly. Legal counsel (and professional investment, tax and accounting assistance) will be required in administration of almost every special needs trust.

A few cardinal trust rules bear special mention:

**NO SELF-DEALING**

As with other trusts, the trustee of a special needs trust is prohibited from self-dealing. That means no investment of trust assets in the trustee’s business or assets, no mingling of trust and personal assets, no borrowing from the trust, no purchase of goods or services (by the trust) from the trustee (other than, of course, trust administration services), and no sale of trust assets to the trustee. The same strictures also apply to the trustee’s immediate family members, and the existence of an appraisal, or the favorable terms of a transaction, do not change these rules.

**IMPARTIALITY**

Because the trust has both an “income” beneficiary (the person with disabilities) and a “remainder” beneficiary (the state, in the case of a Medicaid payback trust, or the individuals who will receive assets when the income beneficiary dies), the trustee has a necessarily divided loyalty. It is important to remain impartial as between the trust’s beneficiaries. Thus, investment in assets exclusively designed to maximize income at the expense of growth, or vice versa, may violate the trustee’s duty to the negatively affected class of beneficiaries. Note that a trust may, by its terms, make clear that the interests of one or the other class of beneficiaries should be paramount—though such language will probably earn the disapproval of the Medicaid agency in any self-settled trust which must be submitted to Medicaid for approval.

**DELEGATION**

Generally speaking, a trustee may delegate functions but may not avoid liability by doing so. In other words, while the trustee may hire investment advisers, tax preparers and the like, he or she will remain liable for any failures by such professionals.

Some states do limit the trustee’s liability. For example, in states which have adopted the Uniform Prudent Investor Act, delegating investment authority pursuant to the Act will limit the trustee’s liability so that he or she will only be required to carefully select and monitor the investment adviser.

**INVESTMENT**

Any trustee should be familiar with the principles of Modern Portfolio Theory, with its emphasis on risk tolerance and asset diversification. A trustee who holds himself, herself, or itself out as having special expertise in investments or asset management will be held to a higher standard, but any trustee will be required to understand and implement prudent investment practices. Some courts will institute an investment policy that requires a percentage of assets to be held in fixed income investments and the remainder in securities (e.g., a 60/40 split is common).

**Bond**

A trustee, especially one who administers a special needs trust supervised by a probate court, may need to be bonded. Bond is a type of insurance arrangement whereby the trustee pays a premium in order to guarantee that the trustee manages the trust and carries out his or her fiduciary duties correctly. The bond premium is an acceptable expense of the trust, and need not come out of the trustee’s own pocket. If the trustee fails to exercise his or her fiduciary duty and the trust loses money as a result, the insurance company that issued the bond will compensate the trust and take action to collect from the trustee.

The bond premium depends on multiple factors, including the credit history of the trustee and the value of the trust. Most corporate trustees are exempt from posting bond. Individual trustees must “post bond”; that is, provide written documentation to the probate court that the individual is bonded. The bond is typically issued for a set period of time, for example one year, and at the expiration of the time period, the trustee must pay an additional premium or show the bond issuer that bond is no longer required by the probate court.

It is possible in most states, at least when the trust is supervised by a court, to ask the court for permission to deposit the assets in a restricted or “blocked” account with a financial institution rather than posting bond. While this circumvents the issue of being bonded, the financial institution should require a certified copy of the court’s order authorizing the expenditure of funds prior to making a distribution from the special needs trust. This can result in frequent in-person trips to the bank by the trustee, although it avoids the sometimes costly bond premium.
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Titling Assets

The trust assets should not be titled in the beneficiary’s name except in limited circumstances, such as when it is advantageous to title the home in the individual’s name. Typically, the trust assets should be titled in the name of the trustee. For example, if James Jones is the trustee of the Lisa Martin Special Needs Trust, and that trust was signed on March 15, 2007, then the trust assets should be titled as follows: “James Jones, Trustee of the Lisa Martin Special Needs Trust u/a/d March 15, 2007” (“u/a/d” means “under agreement dated”).

It is important that most assets not be held in James Jones’s or Lisa Martin’s name individually. If the assets are not titled properly, then the assets may be counted as a resource, or the interest earned counted as income, by the agencies that administer means-tested government benefits, which will frustrate the purpose of the special needs trust, as well as contribute to confusion during tax preparation. Additionally, as discussed in further detail below, it may also be important to request a separate Tax ID number for the trust as well as properly title the assets.

Accounting Requirements

A trustee is required to provide adequate accounting information to beneficiaries of the trust. That requirement generally means annual accountings. While there is no specific form required for accountings if the trust is not under court supervision, it is important to provide enough information that a reader could determine the nature and amount of any payment or investment. For some trusts, a simple “check register” accounting may be sufficient, showing interest income and the names of payees, with dates and amounts. Any trust with significant assets or diverse investments, however, should provide a thorough accounting.

Regular, complete accountings are critical. A beneficiary is generally foreclosed from later raising objections to investments or expenditures if he or she received adequate disclosure in the annual accounting at the time. In other words, thorough accounting can limit the trustee’s later exposure to claims by beneficiaries, and therefore benefits the trustee.

In addition to the accounting requirements to the beneficiary, the trustee may be required to provide an annual or biennial accounting to the probate court. The trustee should use the county-specific forms available upon request from the court, and may also be required to provide the court with copies of bank statements and cancelled checks or receipts as evidence of trust distributions and deposits. This requires the trustee to be organized or be prepared to pay potentially substantial bank fees for duplicate account statements or cancelled checks.

Reporting to Social Security

The simple term “income” has different meanings in trust accounting, tax preparation, and public benefits eligibility determinations. Trustees sometimes raise concerns that thorough trust accountings (to SSI, especially) may result in suspension of benefits, or that tax return information may be used to terminate SSI or other benefits. While such things undoubtedly do occur, Social Security workers are increasingly likely to be relatively sophisticated about such distinctions, and willing to work through any problems. In a general way, then, it is better to disclose more fully to Social Security rather than withhold any information. Annual accountings of any self-settled trust naming an SSI recipient as beneficiary should be provided to Social Security. Any third-party trust which makes significant distributions for the benefit of an SSI recipient should probably be provided to Social Security, just to prevent later problems that could have been headed off. If distributions disrupt eligibility, the problem is with the distribution, not with the accounting.

If the beneficiary receives only SSDI and not any concurrent SSI, there is no point in providing accounting information to Social Security, because SSDI benefits are not means-tested. If the trust is a third-party trust, the trustee may not have any obligation to provide accounting information, though the beneficiary may (if the beneficiary receives SSI and trust distributions invoke the ISM rules) be required to do so.

Although it no longer occurs as regularly, some Social Security eligibility workers may misunderstand the effect of special needs trust expenditures or terms and reduce or eliminate benefits improperly. When this does occur, it should be possible to remedy the error, but the beneficiary may suffer for months (or years) while the system works out the problem. Far better to head off problems in advance, rather than have to spend substantial resources and time resolving them after the fact. Be aware that fees for a trustee’s time spent directly dealing with Social Security on the beneficiary’s behalf may be subject to approval by SSA.
Reporting to Medicaid

If the beneficiary resides in a state where the receipt of SSI results in the beneficiary also being automatically enrolled in Medicaid, then no separate accounting requirement need be made to the Medicaid agency. However, if the individual is in a state where SSI and Medicaid are not interrelated, then it may be necessary to account to both agencies. The Medicaid consumer (or their guardian) is required to notify Medicaid of a change in resources or income within a set period of time, usually as short as ten days. This includes situations where the Medicaid consumer receives an inheritance or settlement and immediately transfers the funds to a special needs trust.

The trustee of a third-party special needs trust may not have the same duty to account, but may choose to provide accounting information to Medicaid rather than risk later disqualification of the beneficiary, even though Medicaid’s power to consider trust expenditures may be subject to challenge.

Reporting to the Court

Many self-settled special needs trusts will be treated in essentially the same fashion as a conservatorship or guardianship of the estate. This is so because, typically, the court was initially asked to authorize establishment of the trust. Most courts expect any trust established by the court to remain under court supervision, including bonding, seeking authority to expend funds, and filing periodic accountings.

Even if the trust does not require court accounting, some consideration should be given to seeking court involvement. One great advantage of court supervision of the trust is that each year’s accounting is then final as to all items described in that accounting (provided, of course, that the appropriate notice has been given to beneficiaries who might otherwise complain about the trust’s administration and other court procedural requirements are followed).

The Court may also have a set fee schedule that governs the amount the trustee can be compensated for providing trust administration services.

Modification of Trust

As explained above, a special needs trust must be irrevocable in order for the trust to be considered an exempt resource. However, that does not preclude the trust itself from permitting the trustee to amend or modify the trust in limited ways, particularly as it relates to program eligibility for the beneficiary. This is particularly important since we cannot predict future changes to the laws governing means-tested benefits. The courts may also be willing to modify or terminate a trust whose purpose has been frustrated by law changes or other factors, such as the trust assets being valued at a nominal amount.

Wrapping up the Trust

If the special needs trust is a self-settled trust with a provision requiring repayment of Medicaid expenses, it will obviously be necessary to determine the “payback” amount upon the death of the beneficiary or termination of the trust. Because Medicaid’s historical experience with these trusts is still slight, state agencies may have difficulty providing a reliable and final figure. The prudent trustee will request a written statement of the amount due, including evidence showing how it was calculated and a statement of authority to make the final determination. Once any payback issues have been addressed (and remember that most third-party special needs trusts will have no requirement of repayment to the state), then termination of the trust will follow the usual requirements of tax preparation and filing, final accounting and distribution according to the trust instrument. Remember, because Social Security requires that Medicaid reimbursement and certain tax liabilities must be squared away before the trustee may even pay for the beneficiary’s funeral, purchase during the beneficiary’s lifetime of an irrevocable pre-paid funeral is critical.

Income Taxation of Special Needs Trusts

Special needs trusts, like other types of trusts, can complicate income tax preparation. The first question to be addressed is whether—for income tax purposes—the trust is a “grantor” trust or not. Tax rules defining “grantor” trusts are neither simple nor intuitive, but fortunately there are some easy rules of thumb to apply, and they will work for most special needs trusts.

“Grantor” Trusts

A “grantor” trust is treated for tax purposes as a transparent entity. In other words, the grantor of a “grantor” trust is treated as having received the income directly, even though the accounts are titled to the trust and all income shows up in the name of the trust.

Generally speaking, a self-settled special needs trust will be a grantor trust if a family member is the trustee. If the trust names an independent trustee it may still be a grantor trust if one of several specific provisions exists in the trust. A qualified accountant or lawyer should be able to tell whether a given trust is a grantor trust at a glance. If it is, it remains a grantor trust for its entire life—or at least until the death of the grantor (when the trust may either terminate or convert into a non-grantor trust as to its new beneficiaries). Until the trust has been reviewed by an expert, assume that it is probably a grantor trust.

It is generally beneficial for a self-settled special needs trust to be a grantor trust. This is true because the tax rates for non-grantor trusts are tightly compressed, and the highest marginal tax rate on income is reached very quickly for trusts. The practical difference will be small.
if the trust actually makes distributions for the benefit of the beneficiary in excess of its annual taxable income, but the proper tax reporting approach should still be followed.

TAX ID NUMBERS

A grantor trust may, but need not, obtain an Employer Identification Number (an EIN). Some attorneys and accountants choose to secure an EIN in each case, while others resist doing so—either approach is defensible. Although banks, brokerage houses and other financial institutions may insist that the trust requires its own EIN, they are simply wrong. There is widespread confusion about the necessity for an EIN for irrevocable trusts, but a confident and well-informed trustee, attorney or accountant should be able to convince the financial institution that no separate EIN is required. Instead, the trustee can simply provide the financial institution with the grantor’s Social Security number.

FILING TAX RETURNS

A grantor trust ordinarily will not file a separate tax return. If a grantor trust has been assigned an EIN, it may file an “informational” return. The return can include a paragraph indicating that the trust is a grantor trust, that all income is being reported on the beneficiary’s individual return, and that no substantive information will be included in the fiduciary income tax return. Actually, completing the fiduciary income tax return is not an option for a grantor trust, although again there is much confusion on this point, even among some professionals.

Non-Grantor Trusts

Virtually all third-party, and some self-settled, special needs trusts will be non-grantor trusts. Because income will not be treated as having been earned by the beneficiary, a fiduciary income tax return (IRS form 1041) will be required.

TAX ID NUMBERS

A non-grantor trust will need to obtain its own EIN by filing a federal form SS-4. Nearly all third-party special needs trusts will be “complex” trusts—this designation simply means that the trust is not required to distribute all its income to the income beneficiary each year. Although the trust will be listed as “complex” on the SS-4, it may in fact alternate between “complex” and “simple” on each year’s 1041.

FILING TAX RETURNS

The non-grantor trust must file a 1041 each year. All distributions for the benefit of the beneficiary are conclusively presumed to be of income first, so any trust expenditures in excess of deductions will result in a Form K-1 showing income imputed to the beneficiary. This should not cause particular concern, since Social Security (and even Medicaid) eligibility workers are increasingly likely to understand that “income” for tax purposes is different from “income” for public benefits eligibility purposes. Any tax liability incurred by the individual beneficiary as a result of this imputation can be paid by the trust, though the trustee may not have the authority to prepare and sign the individual’s tax return.

Administrative and other deductible expenses on an individual tax return must reach 2% of the taxpayer’s income before being deducted at all. The same is not true of a trust tax return, leading to a modest benefit to treatment as a non-grantor trust in some cases. This benefit may not offset the compressed income tax rates levied against non-grantor trusts, but each case will be different. The difficulty in determining the proper—and the best—income tax treatment is made worse when one adds the confusing option of treatment as a “Qualified Disability Trust.”

Qualified Disability Trust

Beginning in 2002, Congress allowed some non-grantor special needs trusts to receive a modest income tax benefit. Trusts qualifying under Internal Revenue Code Section 642(b)(2)(C) receive a special benefit—they are granted a larger and special deduction on their federal income taxes. In tax year 2019, for example, a Qualified Disability Trust can deduct $4,200 before any tax payment is due. That figure is slated to increase each year. Once the trust deducts that amount from its income, any remaining income might then be passed through to the beneficiary’s tax return; the beneficiary may well pay no tax, or a very low rate of tax.

Coupled with the greater flexibility available to non-grantor trusts in deducting administrative expenses, Qualified Disability Trust treatment may be advantageous in some cases. Typically, the Qualified Disability Trust election will be attractive when there is a fair amount of income on trust assets, and relatively few medical or other expenses incurred on behalf of the beneficiary. Careful review with a qualified income tax professional is usually necessary to determine whether to pursue Qualified Disability Trust treatment.

Seeking Professional Tax Advice

It should be apparent from this brief discussion of taxation of special needs trusts that professional tax preparation and advice are essential. Although most accountants are qualified to prepare fiduciary (trust) income tax returns, most do not have much experience in the field. A first question to ask a prospective accountant might be “How many 1041s do you typically prepare in a year?” Follow that with “Could you please explain the concept of Qualified Disability Trusts to me?” and you will quickly locate any truly proficient practitioner. You probably will not want to automatically reject an
accountant who cannot tell you about Qualified Disability Trusts immediately, unless you are prepared to deal with an accountant in another city—there are simply not very many accountants or tax preparers who have ever had occasion to claim that status on any fiduciary income tax return. As always, you can get some assistance in complicated special needs trust issues from the attorney who prepared the document, or the attorney who advises you as trustee. Members of the Special Needs Alliance® are usually among the very few who are familiar with these concepts, and your attorney may have worked with an accountant in your area who is familiar with the special tax treatment of these trusts.

**For Further Reading**

There are a handful of books and articles, and a growing number of websites, available to aid trustees of special needs trusts. Among our favorites:

Special Needs Trust Administration Manual: A Guide for Trustees, by Jackins, Blank, Macy and Shulman—this guide is among the best available. It was written by four Massachusetts lawyers, and is frankly focused on Massachusetts law and practice. Much of what the authors have to say, however, is applicable to special needs trusts in every state.

Special People, Special Planning: Creating a Safe Legal Haven for Families with Special Needs, by Hoyt and Pollock—provides some general advice and direction, but is more conversational than detailed. This volume also tends to focus on the “why” more than the “how”, which is an important message but not as useful to someone who is already administering a special needs trust.

Special Needs Trusts: Protect Your Child’s Financial Future, by Elias—this recent addition to the literature comes from Nolo Press, an organization that many lawyers find annoying at best. We disagree. This is a plain-language, straightforward explanation of special needs trusts from a lawyer who doesn’t even practice in the area (his previous books for Nolo Press include explanations of bankruptcy, trademark and other areas of law).
Special needs require special attorneys.

Phone: 520.546.1005
Fax: 520-546-5119
SNA Toll Free Number: 1.877.572.8472

www.specialneedsalliance.org